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philosophical dictionary d alembert day - d alembert jean le rond french mathematician and philosopher who envisioned
the achievement of universal scientific knowledge his discours pr liminaire de l encyclop die preface to the encyclopedia
1751 set the tone for the freethinkers of the french enlightenment with its commitment to the empiricism of bacon and locke
d alembert defended strict materialism with respect to the, evolution theories before darwin famous scientists - the
concepts of evolution and natural selection have very long histories with the first theories preceding darwin and wallace s by
thousands of years, contemporary metaphilosophy internet encyclopedia of - contemporary metaphilosophy what is
philosophy what is philosophy for how should philosophy be done these are metaphilosophical questions metaphilosophy
being the study of the nature of philosophy, popper karl philosophy of science internet - karl popper philosophy of
science karl popper 1902 1994 was one of the most influential philosophers of science of the 20th century he made
significant contributions to debates concerning general scientific methodology and theory choice the demarcation of science
from non science the nature of probability and quantum mechanics and the methodology of the social sciences, the history
of the free will problem information philosopher - from its earliest beginnings the problem of free will has been intimately
connected with the question of moral responsibility most of the ancient thinkers on the problem were trying to show that we
humans have control over our decisions that our actions depend on us and that they are not pre determined by fate by
arbitrary gods by logical necessity or by a natural causal determinism, quote mine project assorted quotes talkorigins
archive - s noted in the introduction our intent was to continue to add to our collection of quote mines this is the third such
addition and includes assorted quote mines that do not share any unifying theme as did our previous additions darwin
quotes and gould eldredge and punctuated equilibria quotes since these quotes are not from a single source as was the
case in the original quote mine
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